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THUNDER MOON ABUNDANCE MOJO-HAND 

 S i g n i f i c a n c e

Purification 
Creativity 

Business Endeavors

  

One dollar bill
Green, red, gold, or black pen or marker 
Thyme & or cinnamon 
Green or gold thread 

 
Materials 

      
       You can leave your dollar bill blank or add wealth sigils if you have any one
hand. A great one to use is $ ( the dollar sign) and your name if you do want to
add a bit of correspondence to the mojo hand but it’s not necessary for success. 
Combine your abundance ritual blend; a pinch of thyme and cinnamon, and
make sure to have the intention of drawing money continuously to your wallet.
At this point, you can also add any money-drawing or attraction oils and herbs
you wish. 
With the pyramid side of the dollar bill on the outside, place your blend in the
center of the dollar and rub it on the inner side of the bill again focusing on
your intention.Fold the dollar inward toward yourself into a small rectangle
making sure to keep the pyramid visible from the outside and keeping the
blend inside the sachet you just made, this is your mojo hand. 
Wrap the gold or green thread towards yourself around the mojo hand with
your intentions in mind the whole time. You can tie it off after wrapping it 9
times or seal it with green or gold candle wax. Pray over your mojo hand for
continuous wealth or say this prayer. 

“ Money travels to me in effortless ways. Any money I do spend always returns to me and I
am thankful for the seamless connection I have with abundance. As is my birthright”

 
This prayer is an offering to the mojo hand and any additional offerings you
make to it will continue to add to its potency. Place the mojo hand in your
wallet making sure to keep the pyramid facing the outside and it's a gateway to
wealth that will stream to you effortlessly. 

There is no turning back when it
comes to this Full Moon. So you
need to make sure you are
aligned with your higher selves,
as your manifestations will and
already are reality. 

Let time catch up with you
during the thunder moon. 
This will also be a great time to
purify the mind if you would like
a sense of refreshment. July's Full Moon


